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• -' . * An Ideal Native Village.
The subject is so wide that it would be impossible to do full 

justice to it in a paper of this nature. It is therefore proposed to 
devote the discussion to the particular\type of village found amongst 
the Basotho of the Eastern Bu3hveld of the Transvaal, working on the 
basiss"Yesterday is the mother of to-day, and to-day is the grandmo
ther of to-morrow's to-morrow."

ffifelW hi It would, I suppose, be safe to assume that social insti
tutions are born of group needs, and that social phenomena are the 
concrete expression of such needs. This fact alone could explain many, 
if not a LI, the social institutions of the Natives, and certainly make 
the study of Nat ve village life very interesting.

Old Native village life presents two aspects viz. (i) the mate
rial and (ii) the moral, but since these are so closely interwoven, it 
would not be aivisable to deal with them under separate heads.

«»e t>ee in the old Native village a group or cluster of huts built 
close together, with a kraal for the stock either in the middle or 
attached to the village, and a strong pallisaJe surrounds the whole, 
closer examination shows that smaller groups of huts are again separa
ted from others by reed or brushwood enclosures and so form the family 
circles (lapa). This compactness and propinquity obviously due to 
danger Irom animals and human enemies.

ihe nuts are round, the kraals are round and the wtiole village
is round. Have not these people found out intuitively that trie shortest
line that can enclose the maximum amount of space is the circle? If
that is the case, then they must have found it out very long ago. It
is wonderful what a perfect circle they can draw without any instruments 
or mechanical devices.

-he huts are built of poles and plastered with clay, and the roof 
is of thatch. There are two reAons for this kind of structure,viz. <i) 
it is very economical because all the material needed for its construc
tion is found in the vicinity, and (ii) new villages have to be built 
quite frequently, either because they have been destroyed in some way 
or other, or because disease has broken out and the "bones.' nave declared



that the village is bewitched and has to oe burned own* Intuitively 
the Basotho have found out that fire is a very strong cleanser and
purifier. (see sketch 1).

On examining an old type of Native village, one will find that there
are huts set aside for boys and girls resp* either in the lapa or com- 
munallyA The boys are guarded by the old men^who sleep with them and 
instruct them generally in sex matters, whilst old women^wno are past the 
bearing stagey are detaile off to look after the girls. This step has 
obviously been taken in order to prevent sexual intercoursejbetween the 
young people of the village. In addition to tuis safeguardftne boys are 
sent out to the cattle posts as soon as tftey are old enough to tak e care 
of them^selves.

Near the main gate of the stock kraals is the fire of the men, 
known as kxoro. Here all the men congregate in the evenings and early 
mornings, and sit at the men's fire. The boys have a fire of their own 
near that of the men. There are two obvious reasons for this; viz. (i) 
the men have found out that cooking time and bedtime is not a peaceful 
time at the family hearth, and the kxoro undoubte ly corresponds to 
our club, (ii) the position of the kxSro is significant, because it is 
from here that the men can most easily check whether all is well with 
the stock of the village. The kxoro is not only a sociable institution7 
where men go to forget their business troubles (or to add to them), but 
it is the court of the village, where cases are heard and settled by the 
men. It is from here t iat the village is goverfaed.

The village is built on high ground, away from water and swamps. The 
reason given is that evil spirits inhabit water and s«amps, and. come out 
at night to do harm d to man. After all, is not our "sundowner" explained 
in a similar way? Besides, modern Science gives many names to these "evil 
spirits"( e.g. Vftalaria, rheumatic fever( etc.}etc.

As soon as the site for the village has oeen chosen, the kaffir doc
tor is called to make the village safe. This he does by burying charms 
ill round the village site. It is generally believed that the moloi 
(wizzard) is a person *&*£, can approach others unseen or in the shape 
of an animal. The doctor's charms are said to prevent this by compelling
such a moloi to assume his natural shape and so becoming^ known to the 
inmates of the village.



* Apart from its superstitious aspect, this system has had far rea
ching practical effects. First^ the inhabitants of the village are 
afraid to go out at night (especially the women), because, once outside 
the circle of the octor's charms, they are no longer safe from the 
moloi. This, together with the huts set aside for the boys and the girls 
respA , is very effective in cnecking promiscuous sexual intercourse. 
Secondly^ k^b people are afraid to walk about at night, because they may 
be considered baloi (wizzards), and so tnieving, burglary^and cattle 
stealing are checked without an expensive and ineffective police force.

sanitary conditions are very primitive and inadequate. We find 
the laga (family circle) very clean, because the women and girls are not 
only compelled to sweep regularly*. but tney take a pride in having their 
homes thoroughly clean. The floors are smeared regula^rly with cow 
dung waich has the dual effect of keeping the dust down and of disinfec
ting. outside the village^ conditions are very unhygienic because all the 
dir^t and sweepings are pitched over the outer pallisade. What saves the 
situation to some extent is that the ash from the hearths and fire places 
is generally thrown on the dirt and acts to some measure as a disinfectant 

our bright sunshine ioes the rest.
The cattle kraals are a source of trouble because It Is here that

the flies breed. In a village, however, where there are many fowls, (and
this Wrts, as a rule, the case before such an extensive trade in fowls
began), flies have little chance of breeding, because the fowls clear 
the grubs almost as soon as they hatch.

The water supply as a rule(not satisfactory. Fortunately it 
is usually Sd far away from the village, that neither the inhabitants 
nor the animals can pollute it. .nere wells have been dug, however, the
water supply becomes more uangerous, because the people lack the necessary 
education in Hygiene.

These are more or less the basic principles upon which the old
Native Village was built; It must be added, however, that the Basotho
live in the open, and that the village and the huts are looked upon
Chiefly as the place of shelter at night and during rainy weather, and
- o  as a store room for family and group belongings. In this respect the 
Native village differs from the , r o Pean town. Uve in „
ouses day and „ight> .hll3t th. Natlve merely sleeps .n ^
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Outdoor life therefore neutralises most of the dangers that could be ex
pected from the unhygienic conditions prevailing in the village.

2. c
t Tiroes Have changed, con.iitions are changing and life must change.

The need fur protection from beasts of prey and from human enemies 
hardly exists. Lions; leopards, wolves,etc. have dwindled a»/ay before
the rifle of the white man. Tribes are kept in check by tne Government 
of the white men, and wars and raiding parties have been declared crimi
nal offences. Compactness and propinquity are no longer necessary, andf 
to show that these/^were born\in the past of need rather than wRgnsKifey 
from choice, we may just point out that it is the general tendency to-day 
for families to build separate little kraals some distance from one ano
ther. The communal stock kraal is also breaking up. Villages are becoming 
small family Blusters rather than group centres. In most cases such 
little clusters are still each being made safe by the doctor, but this 
practice is also fading away. Old beliefs and superstitions are giving 
way to a sense of security born of the kxxa knowledge of science which 
the European civilisation has Drought. Unfortunately the knowledge of 
materialistic science has not gone hand in hand with the study of socio
logy. L>ocial needs, and the duties attached thereto, were formerly clothed 
in the cLoak of beliefs and superstitions; European civilisation is dri
ving out these beliefs and superstitions and cannot replace them as social 
agencies, because research has not yet traced causes to the full^thereby 
enabling education to create new moral duties and obligations. The result 
is therefore the birth of unrestrained licence which goes under the name 
of emancipation freedom. To create a period of transition, one can 
but advocate a system of benevolent dictatorship until such time as the

eJucated t0 a sense of civic duty and responsibility, 
mere are some very disquieting features in trie life of the Native 

village to-day, which are reacting very detrimentally on Native life 
both economically and morally.

Firstly we have a tremendous scattering of the community, with 
the result that much of the communal land or commonage is being taken 
by building sites. The spaces between the little clusters of villages 
are bei ng so tramped out and denuded of trees and vegetation, that 
an alarming amount of soil erosion sets in. Ora.i^ commonage is greatly 
curtailed. These spaces also become so littered up with dirt and filth

up

soon



. t^at the health of the /hole community is iinpaire .
Secondly^ the responsibility for the moral and sexual welfare 

of the people is being shifted from the community to the individual 
families. The community is, under the present circumstances, a more 
stable agency than the family, because ttie head of the family is so 
often a-j.-ay at workf whilst the old men are more often at nome and are 
therefore in a position to govern the group whilst individual members 
are away trom home. Moral and sexual licentiousness is assuming alar
ming proportions, and illegitimate children are to be found in great 
numbers in every settlement. What is saving the position is that the 
old people, i.e. the grandparents of children, are still of the
old Stock and are prepared to take care of one shudders
to think w % t  will happen when this stock dies out, and when the com
munity has been so individualised^ that it will no longer assume the 
responsibility of these children. The State will find that it has a 
tremendous problem to solve.

Thirdly, the separation of the stock out of the communal kraal makes
the cattle post a practical impossibility, with the result that animals
have to walk great distances to the grazing and back again to the home
kraal. Again trampling out of the veld, soil erosion, and loss of stock 
are the results.

Fourthly, home building now depends more upon individual effort, and 
community aid is missing, and so the process becomes more expensive.
The head of the family has, moreover, to be away from home so often that 
he must construct his home in a more iurable manner. He copies the iiu- 
ropean style,but has not the money to provide all the hygienic necessi
ties which this style demands. The result is a hybrid, most dangerous 
because it lacks ventilation and proper sanitation.

Lasuytf a great fundamental change in the society has come about,* 
Amongst the old Basotho every individual man in the group was respon
sible for law and order, it was his duty to chid* and correct every : 
child belonging to the group. Thorough group solidarity was possible 
because it was built on group responsibility. Under such conditions 
there could be no idea of majority and minority in individuals. European

”  ;M ;iOD haS C0"e al0ng a undermined this group solida-
y °y eclanng the individual a major at the age of twenty-one^



. without educating that individual in the duties and responsibilities
toward? his (her) own group, We havejthereforejto-day groups of indi

es tfcjL. O'IAjlT
viduai.s tethered together on the one hand by material needs and^by 

^ ' legislative measures (expediency), without tne moral, ethical and spi
ritual urge towards co-operation. Here reigns the letter of the law, but 
the spirit^ that should bring life and vitality into the group through 
the law, is wanting. Within each individual and in the group we have 
strife and disunity, and the result is continual litigation, which is 
further ruining the individuals and the group as a whole.

3‘ fV^»/

A Sotho proverb says: Maruping xo a boelwa,
Mo xo sa boelweng ke ka teng.(ihere is a return to the ruins of our homes, — -vA^

-fBut to mother's womb^ there is no return)'
We cannot return to the old village, because the conditions and 

needs (the womb) that , produced that village have disappeared. If we 
did return by farce, we should be creating something artificial, and 
we should be placing a bar to progress and development. To begin with, 
therefore, we must satisfy that urge for greater privacy amongst indivi- 
ua amj so the wall or pallisade round the village is no lon

ger necessary or desirable. Our modern system of town planning will be 
found useful in adapting the old village to new oondVtions^ni space 
alloted to the village should be divided up into portions, or erven, al
lowing. for streets arid for a community square. The streets would simply 
be taking the place of the narrow passages found in the old type of 
village, but we should have the same rules, viz. that no retVse may be 
thrown into these public thoroughfares. The community square should be 
chosen with great care, and must have at least one large shady tree in 
it. As we have said before, our Native is a child of the open, and this 
life in the open is the only safeguard a, ainst disease. The community 
tree should therefore be the feature of every village, and should serve 
as^the meeting place of the men, and virtually take the place of the 
taoro of old. Near the community tree there should be an open air enclo
sure built of stone or a strong pallisade, in which could be kindled 
the fire of the men. This could take the place of the old kxor8 fire, 
and fulfil all the functions of that old institution.

on the community square should be built the community hall, which
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j  cfiuld serve as school, church and general meeting place whenever the 
. weather will not permit of meetings under the tree. To the hail should 
be attached reading and writing rooms provided with lamps so that 
those members of the community who like to read and write may have the 
opportunity of .doing so even in the evenings. The school itself' sa^uld 
be a centre for community education and not merely a scholastic centre 
where the children of the community receive nothing more than book lear
ning.

Much of the old could be retained in the family quarters. There 
are two objections to the square houses built in imitation^ of the 
European dwellings,viz. (1) the Native usually has not sufficient money 
to comply with all the hygienic necessities attached to tiiis type of tomis 
house,and o^ o’ndly his house is too small for the whole family, bleeping 
accomodation creates the chief difficulty, especially at the atage where 
the children reach puberty and it is necessary for the sexes to be se
parated. Most of the people building square houses are of an advanced 
type and wear Kuropean clothes, abandoning the older type of dress 
which left most of the body exposed. The element of curiosity now 
asserts itself and plays an important part in the sexual relations of
the young people. A modification of the old type of hut would be better 
under present conditions.

The most advanced type of hut is certainly that built by the 
Bakopa of the Kort Eastern Transvaal, (See sketc^. it consists of an
lnner 10 -  diameter, with a five foot stoep all round. The
walls ox the Inner hut are built of poles about seven feet high, with
mud Plaster about five or six feet high, thus leaving an air space of
one to two feet all round under the roof. The verandah is walled in on
the weather side. The family actually lives and sleeps on the stoep, the 
central hut being used criipfiv fv-w
weather • h a ^  ^  w^ n  theweather is bad. The floor u.* .floor of the hut is raised about a foot from the 
ground. e

A cluster of such huts would still form th
There would h. t, , 6 ^  or family cir=le.e would be the hut for the wife (or one for each of the wives) and
then there would be a hut for the sons of the fami! .
daug it.jrs. These huts ar-e built i 0116 ^
and joined up with a d  With d°°re *»»•*»,UP « t h  a reed, brushwood,or mud wall enclosure. The courtyard



tiius formed receives a decent mud floor and is smeared regularly, in 
good weather the cooking would be done on a fire place in the courtyard, 
whilst a smaller hut could serve as kitchen in bad weather.

Even educated Natives have such kHfca homes,because the inner huts 
are roomy enough to accomodate a table and chairs, and the verandah 
lends itself very readily to work in the daytime.

The advantage attached to this type of hut is that it is so easi
ly erected, even i|j stone or brick is used instead of poles, and so 
it is possible to erect enough huts to ensure the privacy of the dif
ferent members of the family. The :pen air life on the verandah and 
in the courtyard is also a distinct advantage, especially if a big tree
such as loses its leaves in winter stands in the middle of the court- 
jard.

The kraals for the stock snould certainly be removed from the village 
ana placed at some distance from It. The present system of having sepa
rate kraals attached to each cluster of huts cannot be recommended. If 

' different families want their stock separated, then one large kraal could 
be built with partitions fo r every family. The present tendency of se
parating the stock Is unsatisfactory, chiefly because more herdboys are 
needed and so the boys do not have the opportunity of attending scaool 
regularly, and,secondly.there is no preservation of grazing ground, 
cattle, especially, trample d o m  more than they eat and,when small groups 
go out in all directions, the veld is soon tramped out, and the cattle 
suffer, overstocking in the Native reserves and communally owned farms 
1» due, not m  the first place to scarcity of land, but chiefly to the 
uneconomical use of the available land. If the grazi^, commonage could
he beaconed off, and grazing could he controlled, more could certainly 
be done with the available land,
Ssassity -S.rwe.»tj?h« European methoa of paying ^  ^

of taxation imposed on the community, U  not suitable for the Natives 
in the old Native vlUag, the lnhabltants ^  ^  ^  ^

( S ^ L O ,  and each group had its definite share^of c o m i t y  service.
ing that is done by the disintegration of the v i n af,e Is

c h i e n T d  T  r6ftlSe "  ^  " elr ShSre *  th6 I-
^  "  t0 1SCk °f ~ mindednese and a clear conception of



- “citizenship. Well-meaning, but misguided philanthropists call this 
■»
"forced labour’', and so aggravate the evil. Our Pathfinders especially,

K<f1'
have ffri-lod as a group show^thi.s fine spirit of service, and if this 
movement had been built up as a mophato (age-group), with the distinct 
aim of rendering service to the community, and had shown tfaê r worth 
by leading the others in community service, then the Pathfinder move
ment would have been a boon to the ̂ Natives, especially, at this stage in 
their development* The very sound educational principle evolved by the 
old Basotho, viz. to keep ad olescent boys out of mischief by giving them 
something useful to do, has been overthrown by members of a highly scien
tific r a c e j ^ ^ ^ i n Q e r s n r a v g - lalrr<lown~bhe±r-ewn definite 
pc*KT> h uill^bTnecessary for the school to inculcate the spirit of
service to the communty and to take the lead in keeping the village 
clean and hygienic.

&Mitation£j'Tere a change will have to be brought about. Education can
do much, but it takes a long time to convince people of the value of
sanitation by this means, ^finite laws will have to be made, as is done
in the European towns. The pitcaing of sweepings and refuse over * the

U p  wall Will have to be f i n i t e l y  forbidd^, but inhabitants of the
village Will have to be compelled to collect all refuse and carry it to 
the community refuse pit outiide the *lU*g*„

It will be necessary to construct latrines for men and women resp 
• eep pxt system wD»ld appear to be the most suitabie, since it do.. 

a « y  with the_ necessity of regular sanitary services.

•' „ n w , „ „ n cU

has ai° aPP6al l° the KaUVeS’ CMefly bEC"USe aTO,« St * * ■  »very man has always had the iirfc r*-»crVi+ + j "
fore feel h- ° V°1Ce fUS opinion> and does not therefore feel himsDef bound by lie decision nraecision o± a committee. The idea tff
* emocracy is more deeply engrained in these people tha i
If the communal fire idea is ,, * * Europeanse 1Qea adopted, most of th#> v-in0~ v . be done here as it it , village business would

ere, as it it was done at the kraal kxSro fire before It
however, be necessary to invP » ■ ---- - ' *y to have a aea^an and his oXecutl-vp . _ 
be left to natural • -xccutive, which shouldnatural selection rather than to formal e w t  •
would then form this executive „ action. The old menexecutive, and this would be sn„nH >
»bt, as a rule, go away to work. * U ‘W  d°

There would be H  + ^
- - ange in the duties and functions of thi.



■Council and executive, except that the change of conditions would
have to be explained to them carefully, and that they would nave to
be guideri by an official or officials whose duties it is to look 
after the welfare of the Natives.

kxoroT men’s^fire^boys^firp °stock kraals** villaSe showing;
SSPwlfs and „ore\ i v £  r S P H & S e S S T  ’ ly 4UartePe for

(11> t r t l S l u L g S g  01 C M e f  wife Ehowine different huts 
(iii) sketch of Bakoga hut.

<1V> tionsl' °f °W  villaSe extended to suit modern condi-
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This paper was followed immediately by another
paper on

THE VILLAGE SCHOOL AND 113 LAY OUT
3. HAWORTH

Organising Instructor of Manual Training,
Native Development Department,

Southern Rhodesia:-



1 INTER-TERRITORIAL JEANES CONFERENCE.x̂

The Village School and its Lay-out.

It is only a very few years ago that the centre of Native edu
cation in the Reserves of Southern Rhodesia consisted of a mud hut, 
generally in a state of disrepair and wholly unsuitable as a seat of 
learning. It was felt at the time that this was not a satisfactory 
state of affairs and that something much more impressive and attract
ive might he developed.

As practically no monies were available for schemes of this 
kind, it meant that any labour involved would have to be provided by 
the teacher himself and the school pupils, with such assistance from 
the neighbouring people as they could be prevailed upon to give. All 
materials would have to be collected locally and fashioned on the spot, 
and the tools available would be of the simplest kind, of a type nor
mally found in the Reserves.

time there was practically nothing done in the way of 
industrial work at the Village schools, and,as industrial training was 
considered to be a very vital part of Native education, it was thought 
that it might be effectively incorporated with the development of the 
school and its surroundings. The school being a centre where the 
children spend a considerable portion of their lives, it should be 
sufficiently impressive to make an indelible impression for good on 
the children who attend, and to a less extent on the surrounding people 
who come into contact with, but do not actually attend, the school.

Until recent years the village school was principally a centre 
for religious gatherings and a little book learning. With the advent 
of Mr. Jowitt as Director of Native Development in Southern Rhodesia, 
the policy regarding the educational possibilities of the Village 
schools was greatly changed. Industrial work and craft work were 
added to the syllabus as an essential part of the educational system, 
the suggested time devoted to these subjects being one third of the
total school time.

In selecting suitable subjects on the industrial side of the
syllabus/.....

that
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syllabus, it was felt that the best method, of approach was to study 
the Natives own needs in the Reserves. Unquestionably his greatest 
need is his food supply, not only from the point of view of quantity, 
but froij the health point of view as well. A continuation of the 
Native method of farming would mean, in time, a decreasing food supply 
for an increasing population. That is a very serious matter for the 
Native, and it was considered that every effort should be made to 
teach the Natives to make better use of their land by more up-to-date 
farming methods.^

With this situation in mind, the principle of the i+-year crop 
rotation, with its attendant regular manuring of one of the plots 
each year, was recommended.

Related to the question of quantity of food is the question 
of suitability of food. It is an accepted fact that fruits and vege
tables are a necessary addition to the more substantial foods, such 
as meal and meat, if the diet is to be a balanced one. Much of the 
sickness amongst Natives, particularly in the winter, or dry season, 
is undoubtedly due to lack of sufficient vegetables or fruits in the 
diet. In the old days there was an abundance of wild vegetables 
and fruits. To-day these are scarce, principally owing to the fact 
that the Native destroys without making any provision for his future 
needs, b,

table gardening and fruit growing were included in the agricultural 
section of the syllabus.

It i6 impossible for the Native to exist without trees, and yet he 
will go on, year after year, destroying large acreages of natural 
timber without making any effort to replace the wastage which he has 
incurred. There is an urgent need for the protection and preserva
tion of timber and for the planting of trees to make up for the 
annual wastage. These are some of the principal reasons for emphasis
ing the need for teaching simple forestry work in village schools.

It was with the object of correcting these faults that vege-

Another subject of vital importance to Natives is forestry

These related subjects of agriculture, vegetable gardening
frui t/......



fruit growing and forestry, are considered to "be of major importance
in the school curriculum because they are intimately related to the
present and future well being of the Native communities. For thisbWvi*--
reason the time allotted to them is suggested as 3/5ths of the total 
industrial time.

Other industrial subjects recommended as suitable for in
struction in Village schools include building construction, with its 
related brickmaking and thatching, woodwork, metal work(and leather 
work. These subjects are of secondary importance, but again they 
were selected because of their value to the Natives. The people 
need better homes and better school buildings, hence the value of 
simple instruction in Native building work. The Native houses and 
schools need furniture and equipment. Simple instruction in wood
work will make such things possible. Instruction in metal work and 
leather work will also help to provide many articles needed in the 
home, on the farm or by the community generally. Thege are essen
tially utility occupations for which there is real use in the Native 
Reserves.

In speaking of building construction, woodwork and similar 
occupations, I am referring to work of a very simple type which the 
Native is capable of doing with his own limited tools and with mater 
ials which can be collected locally. There is very little money 
available for education purposes, either in the Reserves or in the 
Village schools, and expenditure has to be kept down to an absolute 
minimum.

Additional industrial subjects suggested as suitable for 
teaching in the Village schools are: woodcarving, fibre work and 
matmaking, basketry, clay modelling)and various forms of girls' work 
All have distinct educational value^together with utility or aesthe
tic value.

Alternative occupations would be favourably considered where 
satisfactory courses are offered.

It will be seen, therefore, that there is a wide variety of 
industrial occupations from which to select to fit in with the

varying/......



varying needs of the people and the different local conditions.
Having decided on a list of subjects considered to he suitable 

for instruction in the Village schools, the problem arose as to how 
these subjects were to be taught. Definitely the emphasis should be 
on the practical side, as against the theoretical, since the academic 
attainment in these schools is generally very low and the business 
of living is a very practical matter for Natives.

With all these points in mind, various plans were considered 
with a view to making the work as practical as possible and at the 
same time confining essentials to the 2 acres of ground prescribed 
by Government regulations as permissible for village school sites.

In the end the lay-out in square formation, a plan of which is 
seen on the last page of the Junior School Syllabus, was considered 
to be the most practicable. The size of the lay-out is indicated as 
100 yards square, which is a fraction larger than 2^acres. These 
measurements were chosen for their convenience and simplicity.

In this lay-out provision is made for a 4-year crop rotation 
where the vital elements of good agriculture can be taught. This 
block is approximately 1 acre in size, measuring 50 by 100 yards, and 
is divided into four equal plots of one quarter of an acre each. 
Careful measurements are necessary so that the yields per acre can
be easily estimated.

The vegetable garden occupies the right front corner and is 25 
yards long by about 14 yardŝ . The fruit orchard adjoins it and is
of the same dimensions.

On the opposite side of the lay-out is the Forestry block equal 
in dimensions to the vegetable garden and fruit orchard put together.

This arrangement leaves room for a central school building, with 
smaller separate rooms behind which may be used for various forms of 
handwork during unfavourable weather.

In the front of the school space is allowed for flower beds and
for decorative shrubs.

On either side of the school house vacant spaces are available
as playgrounds for the boys and girls.

Between/....



Between the foiestry "block and the rotation plots are the sanitary 
arrangements for the hoys and between the fruit orchard and the 
rotation plots are the sanitary arrangements for the girls.

It is further recommended that some of the finest of the Native 
trees he retained at either side of the main front entrance. Where 
no trees are present they should he planted to look as natural as 
possible.

A stock proof fence is imperative, and should enclose the whole 
of the 2-acre lay-out. A full 7 strand metal fence is the best, and 
this should be laced every 8 inches with no. 1U galvanized wire to keep 
out goats and pigs. Where the cost of a metal fence is too great, a 
substitute can be provided in the form of a growing hedge. This 
should be planted not closer than 6 feet from the true boundary line, 
and on the ottelde of it. If trees are grown as a fence, they will 
have to be planted much further away so that the crops growing inside 
the lay-out will not be affected.

In the centre of the front boundary is the main entrance, consist 
ing of an 18 foot gateway. This may be closed by a single tubular 
gate or by double gates made from Native poles. It is an advantage 
to have a small gate at the side to allow for pedestrians. If this 
is provided the larger gates will only be used on rare occasions.

Normally the land chosen for the Lay-out would be level, but 
where the ground has a distinct slope it will be necessary to con
struct storm drains on at least 3 sides of it. The upper drain is 
designed to stop the water flowing from above(and the two side drains 
to lead the water away to a situation below the Lay-out where it can 
do no damage. Where such drains are necessary they should be con
structed outside the line of the boundary fence or hedge. Storm 
drains are not indicated on the plan as they are not required in all 
cases.

£c The Lay-out and school frontage are shown in the plan as facing
south. This is generally a very suitable orientation as it allows 
for the maximum amount of shade at the front and back of the school.
In districts where the rainfall is heavy^and particularly where the 
school building has an open frontage, it would be preferable to have

the/....



school and the front of the lay-out facing north. This would give 
protection against the prevailing south-east winds and driving rain.

In choosing a location for the school, it is advisable to have 
it reasonably close to a Native village or villages, so that the 
children will not have far to walk to and from school, and also so 
that the school influence may have its effect on village life and 
occupations. The soil should be good and deep, free from rocks and 
stones, and a good water supply should be available close by. If 
surface water is not available, it will be necessary to dig a well, 
and this should be near the vegetable garden and fruit orchard.

Prom the foregoing it will be seen that good provision has been 
made for the teaching of simple agricultural pursuits. Instruction 
in building work can be provided in the construction of' the main 
school block, open air class rooms, store rooms, sanitary buildings 
and so forth; for woodwork in the construction of furniture,building 
materials and school equipment, either in the open air or in suit
ably designed work rooms. Similarly metal work, leather work, domes
tic science and other forms of handwork can be taught within the 
confines of the 2-acre Lay-out. It is understood that pupils will 
move about the district for the purpose of oilecting materials and 
specimens, during Nature Study lessons and for similar purposes. 
Without this freedom much of the practical value of the industrial
lessons would be lost.

A further point to be considered in connection with this 
Lay-out is the psychological effect on the minds of the people. A

<mc
well planned and well kept school and grounds must make a lasting 
impression on the minds of the children and of those who come into 
contact with them. There is a fascination about things that are well 
done or well kept which often produces a desire to possess or do
something like them.

In studying the plan of the Lay-out, it is immediately ob-
(X

vious that the spaces allowed for the different occupations are de
finitely cramped by the boundary line. This cramping effect is un
fortunate and difficult to avoid whilst we are limited to 2 acres of 
ground, 5 acres would be a much more satisfactory area. This

would/....
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would allow for good sized sports grounds, a possibility of expanding 
the tree planting and gardens and^a very necessary blank space around

IWiv
the crop rotation plots. conditions yuw*t any expansion must occur
outside the present boundaries. Such expansion would give rise to 
many difficulties, the most important of which is the damage caused 
by Native livestock.

As things are, the 2 acre lay-out makes a very compact unit whicl: 
would normally take about 3 years to complete. I have no doubt that 
the Department of Native Affairs would favourably} consider the grant
ing of extra land to any school that has done good work in the com
pletion of its 2 acre lay-out and can show satisfactory cause for the 
granting of extra land.

A query has arisen as to what should be done with the produce of 
the agricultural plots and other forms of industrial work. Unques- 
tion£Ly the correct thing is to dispose of them for cash and to de
vote the proceeds to the purchase of articles or materials required 
for the betterment of the school. By this means the school could go 
on improving each year and the cost of the improvements would be 
covered by the produce from the school.

The main responsibility for the initiation and development of 
the village school lay-outs lies in the hands of the head teachers in 
charge of these schools. Instruction in this work is now provided 
in the curriculum for all ordinary teachers in training^ said their 
industrial training is based on the requirements of the lay-out and 
the other forms of industrial work which may take place within the 
school boundaries.

In order to assist the village school teachers in understanding 
what is required, the Department of Native Development has issued a 
printed syllabus, know^as the "Junior School Syllabus", which gives 
particulars concerning the various industrial subjects^and on the 
last page presents a diagram of a typical village school lay-out.

This, in brief, is the scheme that has been devised for the 
development of industrial work in the village schools, and it was 
for the furtherance of this scheme that special forms of industrial

work/....



instruction were included in the curriculum for the training of 
Jeanes Teachers at Domboshawa. Courses of industrial work have been 
specifically designed to prepare these men to give advice and 
practifial help to Kraal school teachers in the development of the 
Village school lay-outs and of the simpler forms of industrial work 
suitable for this type of school.

ORGANISING INSTRUCTOR OP MANUAL TRAINING.
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Reverend K.T. Hotsete (Bechuanaland) :
The teaching of Hygiene is a crying need in the 

Be-Tswana towns and villages where the people live close 
together without adequate knowledge of the necessary 
sanitation measures. With a growing population and changing 
habits of life, the people have not learned new sanitary 
habits.

Reverend Father J.P, O'Hea. S.J. (Southern Rhodesia) : 
One of the greatest difficulties in the establishment 

of villages of a permanent nature is the prevalence of vermin. 
Hitherto vermin has been kept down by the firing of the huts, 
but as these assume a more permanent character, this method 
is not possible. Can the Home Demonstrators help to keep 
down the vermin?

Mr. Kheinallt Jones (Union of South Africa) i 
Mr. Franz's paper is very useful because of the 

growing urgency for the more economic use of land, and for 
the closer settlement of the people to allow of the provision 
of social services. There is also in many areas of the 
Union an urgent need for the re-creation of a social conscience. 
Social services are now organised*and paid for independently 
of the old community service. The cash nexus has replaced 
the nexus of mutual service, and any sense of social solidarity 
is hard to find, especially in the urban areas.

The Pathfinder Movement is based upon the ideal of 
service, and, while the loss of the social sense a.lready 
mentioned is a hindrance to the movement, it has already yielded 
definite results in the development of social service among 
the boys. In the urban areas, the fact that such social 
service as street cleiiasingis a municipal responsibility makes 
it difficult to explain to boys just where voluntary service 
may rightly begin and end.



In working out schemes of village-planning, the 
tendency has been to ignore the natural leaders of the peoplej 
and in encouraging various forms of social service those 
responsible for administration are often ignored by social 
workers.

Captain Jennings (Under Secretary for Lands,
Southern Rhodesia);

Wastefulness in the use of timber and all other 
causes of soil erosion (such as cattle paths and over—stocking) 
must be considered in any village settlement scheme. The 
centralisation of arable and pastural lands,( as is now being 
carried out in Southern Rhodesia) is worthy of attention in
rural village planning.

The Southern Rhodesian Government is planning 
Native villages outside certain towns, and an effort is being 
made to keep away from the European conventional grid-iron 
pattern.

The vermin problem has been dealt with at one Mission 
by putting gullies around the walls of the hut into which the 
vermin fall.

Referring to the types of industrial training 
mentioned by Mr. Haworth, the speaker said that the policy 
of the Southern Rhodesian Government is to urge Natives so 
trained to look elsewhere than to the European towns for em
ployment. A great many are being employed by the Government 
on construction work in the Native Reserves.

Reverend A.J. Qrner (Southern Rhodesia):
Mr. Franz's paper is inapplicable to the Eastern 

part of Southern Rhodesia where the people are widely scattered 
The emphasis upon the retention of the round houses is welcomed

The speaker criticised in some detail the lay-out 
described in Mr. Haworth's paper. He emphasised the 
necessity for adaptation to looal conditions.



The Chairman (Dr. C.T. Lorain) '•
Mr. Franz, is of course fundamentally right in trying 

to preserve as much as possible of the African culture, but 
there are strong influences against, not least that of the
Native himself.

Mr. J.S. Rea (Portuguese East Africa) described the
methods adopted in the Inhamtane area along the lines advocated.

Mr. D.McK. Malcolm (Natal);
Native attitudes must be appreciated before em

barking on such schemes. For example, the African's view 
of tree-planting is that it involves the question of the 
ownership of the land, and in Natal it has been a real stumbling- 
block.

Open air buildings do not serve well in Natal, 
and they have been abandoned.

Mr. H.F.G. Kuschke (Orange Free State) described the 
efforts made in Bloemfontein to cultivate civic and house pride 
with very satisfactory results. In his area tribal differences 
have given place to denominational rivalries, which are 
powerful influences.

FAREWELL TO DR. AND MRS. F.P. KEPPEL 
The Chairman intimated that Dr. and Mrs. Keppel 

were about to leave for Europe and America, and that this 
opportunity would be taken to express the Conference's gtatitude 
to them, and to bid them farewell. The Reverend J,W.C.
Dougall and the Reverend K.T. Motsete would speak for the 
Conference.

Reverend J.W.C. Dougall (Kenya), in the course of
his remarks, said: A remarkable advance has been made in
recent years in the conception of Education. The discussions
at this Conference were not possible a few years ago, because

the
it is only recently that/close relation of school and 
community has been realised. This new view we owe, not

only to the Phelps Stokes Commission and others who have
— devoted—
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